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70 YEARS AGO THE GENESIS OF SOMETHING 
VERY SPECIAL OCCURRED IN A TINY TIN SHED 
IN HOPE, ARKANSAS
In 1946 Paul W. Klipsch – genius, madman and maverick – designed 
and hand-built the legendary Klipschorn® loudspeaker with the goal 
of bringing live music into his living room. He was an American audio 
pioneer and a true eccentric. PWK gave rise to speaker research and 
invention that would forever impact generations of music lovers. 

Today, in this honored tradition, we move forward, pushing the 
boundaries of art and science – while driving new technologies – 
to deliver an ever-incredible listening experience. Remember  
great sound? We never forgot.

We are the KEEPERS OF THE SOUND®

Listeners appreciate  
a lack of distortion.
 -Paul W. Klipsch 
  Founder
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WE TAKE YOUR FUN
VERY SERIOUSLY
DESIGNED TO MAKE YOUR LIFE SOUND FANTASTIC

Engineering and design go hand in hand at Klipsch. Both are 
important, but it’s design that develops the personality and the 
character of a speaker. The Klipsch aesthetic is true to our heritage, 
but not stagnant. We use premium materials as one of the elements 
to help tell our story. We have a wonderful history of products dating 
back to 1946 – and the advantage of leveraging the knowledge gained 
since the beginning. Those base elements must be curated with the 
voice of this legendary brand to achieve one acoustic and tactile 
goal: enjoyment.

Klipsch materials are meticulously selected – from laser-etched text 
on metal, which can never be worn away, to a textured control knob 
with increased grip and ease of rotational force. We carefully choose 
specific wood and leather types, not only for their physical beauty, 
but also their durability and grain pattern. Driver colors, speaker 
feet, spun-copper knobs and lambswool grille cloth – every aspect  
must be considered.

Our goal is to allow you to experience a higher quality product. 
Period. 
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WIRELESS
MULTI-ROOM

We felt that whole house audio 
could be so much better. A 
reflection of an ideal lifestyle 
with beauty, power and smart 
design. Music everywhere. We’ve 
created an entire ecosystem 
to act as a great big ON switch 
for your home and your soul – 
Klipsch Stream.

RW-1  
WIRELESS SPEAKER

POWERGATE™

KLIPSCH GATE

RSB-8

RSB-14

THE THREE

hex #272727 preferred. Can be #000000 / solid black
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EVERY ROOM 
WIRELESSLY 
CONNECTED

BRILLIANT SOLUTIONS FOR SOUND EVERYWHERE
The new Klipsch Stream Wireless Multi-Room ecosystem is the result of our decades-long obsession with 
pushing  technology forward and our never ending commitment to the best possible audio reproduction.  
Now amazing Klipsch sound can be anywhere in your home – driven by your favorite devices and content.  
You control the entire listening experience throughout your home from your smart device – utilizing our  
new Play-Fi -equipped sound bars, RW-1 room speaker, Heritage Wireless ‘The Three’ and with The Klipsch 
Gate and PowerGate™, your existing speakers and A/V gear. 

Take total control of your Klipsch 
Stream wireless multi-room audio 
with the Klipsch Stream app, 
available for iOS and Android.
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YOUR TV COULD
SOUND MUCH

BETTER

SOUND BAR
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POWERFUL, STYLISH AND  
4K ULTRA HD PASS-THROUGH 
Featuring HDMI, 4K Ultra HD pass-through 
and our patented Tractrix® horns, the new 
line of Klipsch Reference sound bars with 
wireless subwoofers deliver powerful, 
room-filling sound for your movies and 
music. Flexible mounting options deliver 
an easy solution for upgrading your TV 
viewing experience. The wireless sub 
can be placed anywhere in the room for 
maximum flexibility. Select sound bars 
have Play-Fi® technology for wireless 
multi-room capability – add other Klipsch 
Stream series products to rock your 
entire house.

SOUND BARS +
WIRELESS SUBWOOFERS

FEATURE-RICH 
PERFORMANCE 

RSB-14

RSB-11

RSB-6

RSB-8
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REFERENCE ACOUSTICS, NO RECEIVER NEEDED
The Klipsch sound principles are High Efficiency/Low Distortion, Wide 
Dynamic Range, Flat Frequency Response and Controlled Directivity. 
Our powered speakers embrace those ideals to deliver all the power, 
detail and emotion you would expect from a high performance 
Klipsch Reference product.

With a wide range of digital, analog and wireless inputs, Klipsch 
Reference Powered speakers connect to virtually any audio source 
quickly and easily. Great for Bluetooth®-enabled smartphones, 
tablets and computers – allowing you to play music directly from your 
devices. Connect your TV or other digital source with the included 
optical cable to enjoy big sound in your living room.

An easy-to-use wireless remote control is included.

WELCOME THE
POWER PLAYERS

POWERED
SPEAKERS

R-26PF

R-28PF
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R-15PM

JUST ADD MUSIC - FROM ANY SOURCE
What happens when Klipsch takes its most popular line of 
monitors and towers and pre-loads them with the capability  
to do everything our fans have used them for? A grade A bona  
fide all-you-ever-wanted stereo system. Klipsch Reference 
Powered Speakers work with TVs, computers, consoles, phones, 
tablets, subs, turntables, and everything else you can think of.  
 
No receiver needed. A perfect way to simply experience  
powerful high fidelity audio from virtually any source.

No one would describe the R-15PM’s 
sound as shy and retiring; this little 
guy kicks butt.
 -Steve Guttenberg | CNET 

POWERED
SPEAKERS LITTLE

BIGHORNS

R-14PM
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NECKBAND HEADPHONES

CRUSH THE 
COMMUTE
IN STYLE

ELEVATE THE EXPERIENCE - LISTEN IN LUXURY
Breaking away from the plastic monotony to build something better, Klipsch designed the 
Reference Neckband headphones from the ground up to bring together premium hand-picked 
materials, beautiful accents and unsurpassed acoustic technology for a superior listening 
experience. With an all-day battery, call vibration alerts and carefully-selected real leather, 
these wireless in-ear monitors provide durability, comfort and audiophile-grade sound that’s 
simply incomparable.

Providing a better listening experience is 
paramount to making great headphones. 
Advanced technology, combined with  
superior comfort and attention to detail,  
takes this show on the road in style.

X12
NECKBAND

R6
NECKBAND

R5
NECKBAND
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RESPECT YOUR PLAYLIST
The Reference series On-Ear and Over-Ear headphones offer 
unparalleled clarity, minimal design and endless comfort. Built to 
withstand prolonged use, these high-performance workhorses offer 
exceptional passive ambient noise reduction. All wireless models 
include a 20-hour battery and high-definition streaming so you get 
the sound quality of their corded brothers. With replaceable memory 
foam ear cushions and cables, the new Reference series headphones 
are crafted for the long haul.

REFERENCE 
ON-EAR

REFERENCE 
OVER-EAR

WIRELESS ON-EAR  
HEADPHONES

PREMIUM  
SOUND + 
COMFORT

REFERENCE 
ON-EAR

REFERENCE 
OVER-EAR

WIRELESS OVER-EAR  
HEADPHONES
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mid-centurymagnificent
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BREATHE  SOME life INTO  YOUR STYLE
Incorporating luxury materials, such as real wood veneer 

and tactile spun-copper switches and knobs, the Klipsch 

Heritage Wireless series of powered audio systems  

blends the acoustics and classic design legacy of  

Paul W. Klipsch with the latest technologies  

available today.
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PROFESSIONALLY TUNED STEREO SOUND
The diminutively sized Klipsch One is a 2.1 stereo system –  

bi-amplified for audiophile resolution. It features two  

2.25” full range drivers and a 4.5” woofer that are 

professionally tuned by Klipsch acousticians to deliver a 

crystal clear performance with great bass. You’ll be  

surprised at the sound quality that comes from such a  

small package.    

BLUETOOTH® W IRELESS  TECHNOLOGY 
Enjoy streaming internet services, internet radio, or  

content stored on your phone or tablet via Bluetooth®  

4.0 Wireless technology.

8-HOUR RECHARGEABLE  BATTERY
An 8-hour rechargeable lithium ion battery allows you to 

move the speaker from room to room throughout your home.    

3.5mm ANALOG AUDIO  INPUT
Enjoy hi-quality sound from your CD player, computer (via the 

headphone output jack), BluRay® player, or any audio source. 

Connects easily via 3.5mm to 3.5mm audio cable or an RCA to 

3.5mm audio cable. 
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your  new bestfriend

We created Heritage Wireless speakers to 
provide excellent sound in a vintage package 
that hearkens back to our rich history of 
timeless design and premium materials - with 
modern acoustics and the latest tech. Plug 
these bad boys in and start the party.
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l i ke  aSunday
af ternoon
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LEGENDARY SOUND QUAL ITY
The Three is the bigger, badder brother of The One. Designed to stay in one 

place, it doubles down on acoustic prowess in exchange for portability, then 

adds a rich assortment of inputs to receive tunes from just about any device.

GREAT  AUDIO  FROM A  TURNTABLE  OR 
WHATEVER ’S  IN  YOUR POCKET
Connect your turntable, computer, CD player, smart phone or tablet and enjoy 

superior stereo sound from a beautifully crafted system. 192kHz / 24-bit 

decoding delivers flawless reproduction of high resolution audio tracks.

WIRELESS  MULT I -ROOM READY
The Three is part of the Klipsch Stream Wireless Multi-Room System, powered 

by DTS® Play-Fi. Klipsch Stream distributes your favorite music from a variety 

of sources throughout your home using your home’s Wi-Fi network. Expand 

the system to add additional rooms of great sound with other Klipsch Stream 

Wireless Multi-Room Audio products. 

l i ke  aSunday
af ternoon
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NO RECE IVER  NECESSARY
Forget the clutter, hassle, and added expense of a receiver or amplifier. 

Powered by an integrated high-output 200W amplifier, The Sixes efficiently 

deliver enough power to fill the biggest open floor plans with sculpted 

acoustic goodness.  

TRUE  H IGH  F IDEL ITY
The Sixes feature 1” titanium tweeters on Tractrix® horns – the driving 

force behind the stunningly precise Klipsch acoustics. Each powered 

monitor also features a 6 1/2” long-throw woofer and is ported to provide 

enhanced bass. The Sixes also include a subwoofer output so you can 

easily add a powered sub to the system.

PERHAPS THE MOST VERSATILE SPEAKERS EVER
Whether you are connecting to a turntable, television, computer, or 

smart phone, The Sixes powered monitors provide the solution. The Sixes 

come equipped with an integrated phono pre-amp, Bluetooth® wireless 

technology, digital optical, analog RCA and USB inputs, allowing you to 

enjoy superior stereo sound from virtually any source. 192kHz / 24-bit 

decoding delivers flawless reproduction of high resolution audio tracks. 
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tomorrow’sclassic h i - f i
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HEADPHONE amplifier

soundstagerefined

BREATHE  SOME style INTO  YOUR L IFE
Every musical detail and nuance is delivered with effortless 

beauty. Crafted with an artisan heart and forged in fire, Klipsch 

Heritage Headphones offer premium headgear – the acoustics 

and classic design legacy of Paul W. Klipsch.
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refined

HP-3 premium HEADPHONE
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INDUSTRIAL  H I -F I
Hand-assembled with die-cast steel and machined aluminum, Klipsch Heritage 

HP-3 premium headphones are built to last. Milled wood, triple-vented ear 

cups create natural warmth and character. Angled sheepskin ear pads provide 

perfect acoustic depth and distress naturally with age. A hand-stitched 

premium leather headband adds quality, strength, and becomes more  

pliable over time. 

DYNAMIC  KL IPSCH SOUND
Crafted to achieve the high efficiency/low distortion Klipsch sound, the HP-3 

extracts every detail from studio recordings to reveal presence and detail 

without sacrificing bass. Featuring a recessed 52mm biodynamic driver, 

this exquisite headphone expands the sound stage to mimic the imaging 

characteristics of our premium speakers instead of conventional headphones.

EASY  TO  DR IVE
Compared to other audiophile-grade headphones, the Heritage HP-3 is vastly 

different because of its high efficiency – one of Paul W. Klipsch’s original 

founding principles in loudspeaker design. With a flat frequency response and 

low impedance, the Heritage HP-3 will pair well with both high-end amplifiers 

(such as the Heritage Headphone Amplifier) or standard smart phones.

THOUGHTFUL  DETAILS
With a design this beautiful, these headphones are meant to be displayed and 

enjoyed, not stored in a bag inside a drawer. HP-3 premium headphones come 

pre-packaged with a custom solid-steel headphone stand, both short  

(1.37m) and long (2.5m) detachable braided nylon cables, and a  

custom-fit 1/4” adapter. 

Founder Paul W. Klipsch and his first headphone audio experiment, 1919

near ly  acentury
i n  the  mak ing
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HP-3 premium HEADPHONE

HEADPHONE amplifier

AMPL IFY  THE  EXPER IENCE
The perfect pairing with Klipsch Heritage headphones, the Heritage 

Headphone Amplifier is built to deliver music cleaner, faster, and with 

higher energy and dynamics. Featuring an ESS Sabre32 9018K2M DAC and 

discrete amplifiers for balanced mode, the Heritage Headphone Amplifier 

ensures Klipsch headphones reach their true potential.

near ly  a

in  the  mak ing
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